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Eat, drink 
and be 
Dining Services locations combine food, fright for Halloween fun 
II 
Ohio Senate candidates square off with election issues 
By Max Filby 
Reporter 
Whitest udentsusuallyheadhome 
for holidays like Thanksgiving, 
they do nol have to go far for a 
stare this 1 lalloween. 
Dining Services is hosting 
I ,i week-long event called the 
I bunted Mails of Dining in eight 
locations, including the Falcon's 
Nest, Outtakes and Founders, 
Dining hall workers began deco- 
rating their halls on Sunday and 
Monday for the event. 
"I think it's pretty cool," said 
Sahrina Sheppard. Pounders 
cashier. "My favorite is the pirate 
in the front with the bird in its 
inotilh." 
Dining hall employees dei oral 
eil then halls each with a different 
theme in mind. Founders is deco 
raled to look like a haunted pirate 
ship, while McDonald is decnral 
ed as a haunted warehouse and 
Outtakes at Kreischer is decorated 
as the Haunted Mansion. 
Sa HAUNTED | I'M.' 
MikeDeWine 
- Republican 
Crime: The former Senator will work 
to provide local police, sheriffs and 
prosecutors with everything they 
need to promote safety. 
Corruption: Wishes to bring back 
dignity and trust in government and 
elected officials Vows to hold corrupt 
officials accountable despite their 
party affiliation and go after the cor- 
rupt immediately 
Htalth Car*: Believes that the fed- 
eral health care law is unconstitutional 
and needs to be retracted 
Richard Cordray 
- Democrat 
Crim«: A ml   'o Detter the lives of 
citizen1, by utilizing the Bad 
local law enforcement agencies 
in their work to thwart crime and 
encourage justice 
Corruption: Cordray has worked to 
aid small businesses who have fallen 
victim to unfair actions and works to 
hold Wall Street resp>  
economic recession 
Health Car*: 
that a lawsuit igainsi 
would be weak and thai re 
health care coverac- 
lookout for consumers 
PHWOSBY lYIFRSIABltt 
Other Candidates: Robert Owens. Constitution Party and Marc Allan - 
Libertarian Party 
Source http//wwnbmtkedemnecom and cordrayforohio com 
Compiled by The BO New 
University programs work 
to prevent harassment of 
LGBT students 
i 
By Dani.ll. Ric. 
Reporter 
In light of the recent suicides of 
gay youth across the nation, the 
University is working to promote 
tolerance of LGBT students. 
The University has six differ- 
ent organizations that meet a 
variety of student needs. Two of 
the programs are Report It and 
Safe Zone, which help promote 
tolerance in the LGBT commu- 
nity and allow people to report 
incidents of discrimination. 
"This is important, because we 
want all students at the University, 
regardless of their sexual orien- 
tation, to feel safe," said LGBT 
Resource Center Coordinator 
Annie Russell. 
Russell said the Report It pro- 
gram  is an important system 
"They are people, too, 
and... don't deserve 
to be disrespected 
or mistreated." 
Aaron David | Freshman 
here on campus, because it helps 
LGBT students report harass- 
ment and discrimination. 
Report It is a system where stu 
dents and faculty members can 
report incidents of harassment or 
bias," she said. "It helps people who 
feel they have no options, because 
they can report incidents anony- 
mously and receive help.' 
"We have another program called 
See LGBT | PageS 
Obama appoints record 
number of gay officials 
More than 150 people, including agency heads, senior 
staffers named to positions 
HALLOWEEN KISSES 
By Sam H.in.in.1 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — Less than half- 
way through his first term, President 
Barack Obama has appointed more 
openly gay officials than any other 
president in history. 
Gay activists said the estimate of 
more than ISO appointments so far 
— from agency heads and commis- 
sion members to policy officials and 
senior staffers — surpasses the pre- 
vious high of about 140 reached dur- 
ing two hill terms under President 
Bill Clinton. 
"From everything we hear from 
inside   the   administration,   they 
wanted this to be part of their efforts 
at diversity," said Denis Dison, 
spokesman for the Presidential 
Appointments Project of the Gay & 
Lesbian Ix-adership Institute. 
The pace of appointments has 
helped to ease broader disappoint- 
ment among gay rights groups that 
Obama has not acted more quick- 
ly on other fronts, such as ending 
the "don't ask, don't tell" policy that 
bans gays from serving openly in 
the military. 
In a sign of how times have changed, 
few of the appointees — about two 
Sec OBAMA! PageS 
TVltR STABILE      ■   V.NfWS 
FURRY: Brooklyn Thomason gets up close and personal with a rescued ferret at the Halloween party held in the Union Multi-Purpose room Tuesday 
evening. Two lerrets were brought .n from Ashley's Second Chance Fenet Shelter in Wapaloneta. Ohio, for tnckor-treaters to hold and interact with For 
more Halloween party photos, see page 3 
Men arrested after bus crash 
Three young men wete apprheneded 
after a deadly school bus crash in LA, 
which also left several students and the 
bus driver with minor injuries | P»ge 2 
Fight tiredness, don't complain 
Forum Editor James Bero offers advice to individu- 
als who repeatedly complain of being tired due to 
lack of sleep. Less partying and going to be early ate 
two ways to stop constant fatigue | Page 4 
Soccer to take on Michigan 
Fighting for a spot in the Mid-American 
Conference playoffs, the team needs to 
play Michigan. The Wolverines beat BG 7-1 
last year | Page 6 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
What is the scariest thing you have ever eaten? 
KHLOESCHELL 
Freshman, Early Childhood Education 
"Once while playing truth or dare. I 
ate dog vomit" | Page 4 
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Searchers find site 
of Washington 
plane crash 
CHELALIS.Wash(AP). 
- Authorities in southwest 
Washington state said they 
have (ound the crash site of 
an airplane missing with three 
people on board alter a two- 
day search. 
Lewis County sheriff's Chief 
Deputy Stacy Brown said 
ground crews spotted the site 
at about 10 50 am Tuesday but 
have not been able to reach it 
because of the rugged terrain 
and snow. She said they do not 
yet know the condition of the 
three people on board. 
The pilot and two passengers 
took off Monday morning 
fromChehalis(shuh-HAY-lis) 
for Lewiston. Idaho, in a plane 
registered to Pacific Cataract 
and Laser Institute in Chehalis. 
Soros gives $1M 
to Calif, pot 
legalization bill 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) 
- Billionaire financier George 
Soros has thrown his money 
behind California's marijuana 
legalization measure with a $1 
million donation a week before 
the vote. 
The contribution reported 
Tuesday by The Sacramento Bee 
is the single biggest donation 
from an individual other than 
Oakland medical marijuana 
entrepreneur Richard Lee. the 
main sponsor of Proposition 19. 
Soros, a high-profile liberal, 
was one of the top financial 
backers of the 1996 measure that 
made California the first state in 
the nation to legalize marijuana 
for medical use. 
The $1 million comes a day 
after the Yes on 19 campaign 
launched its first television ad. 
Until now. neither side 
has seen a huge outpouring 
of cash, though supporters 
have significantly out- 
raised opponents 
Coroner: Nurse at 
CA mental hospital 
was strangled 
NAPA Calif (AP) 
- An autopsy has found that a 
psychiatric nurse at a California 
mental hospital was strangled. 
Authorities suspect 54-year- 
old Donna Gross was killed 
Saturday by a mentally ill 
patient in the courtyard at Napa 
State Hospital. 
The Napa County coroner's 
office said Tuesday that Gross 
died of asphyxiation 
Jess Willard Massey was 
arrested Sunday for investigation 
of murder and robbery and is 
expected to make his first court 
appearance Tuesday 
Sheriff's Capt. Tracey Stuart 
s.nd investigators found Gross' 
watch, two necklaces and a pair 
of earrings in the room of the 37- 
year old Massey. 
Stuart said a pack of gum 
Gross had bought during her 
dinner break was found in a trash 
in Massey's ward 
Walter Reed won't 
be fined for 
radiation slip-up 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
- Federal regulators are not 
going to fine the Army's flagship 
hospital for mishandling two 
packages of radioactive material 
earlier this year. 
The Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission said Walter Reed 
Army Medical Center committed 
a Level III safety violation. The 
NRC said it decided against a 
line because Walter Reed staff 
made reasonable attempts to 
find the missing packages 
No one was injured when the 
packages sat beneath a lobby 
counter lor nearly two days 
after they were delivered. They 
contained radioactive isotopes 
used for treatment and diagnosis 
of ailments including cancer and 
heart disease 
The NRC also said Walter 
Reed took appropriate steps to 
correct an earlier violation in 
2008. and those actions likely 
wouldnt have prevented what 
happened in May 
'Plantations' may 
be dropped from 
official Rl name 
PROVIDENCE. R.I.-Voters 
in Rhode Island will decide next 
Tuesday whether to change the 
official name of the state to 
remove what some say are ugly 
connotations of slavery. 
Rhode Island is formally 
called "The State of Rhode Island 
and Providence Plantations" A 
ballot question asks voters if 
they support changing the name 
by deleting the words "and 
Providence Plantations 
Those who want to change 
the name, which dates to the 
17th century, say it evokes painful 
memories of the state's role in 
the trans-Atlantic slave trade 
But others note that the origin ol 
the name has nothing to do with 
slavery and that changing it will 
do nothing to erase history 
Lawmakers last year 
authorized lor the (irst time a 
ballot question on changing 
the state's name Its prospects 
are unclear. 
-Erie Tucker (AP) 
Publisher to fix 
Confederate error, 
print new book 
RICHMOND. Va(AP)-The 
publisher ol a Virginia textbook 
is printing revised editions to 
correct a passage that wrongly 
claims thousands ol black troops 
lought (or the Confederacy. 
Five Ponds Press says it will 
begin printing the new edition for 
fourth-graders early next year. 
The new version ol "Our 
Virginia: Past and Present" 
will correct a sentence that 
inaccurately claims that black 
troops (ought under Stonewall 
Jackson, an assertion historians 
overwhelmingly said is 
unproven. It also will replace a 
photo of a brown bear that is 
not native to Virginia. 
Until the new version is 
punted, the Daily Press reports 
that the publisher is offering 
white stickers to cover the 
inaccurate sentence 
3 men arrested after fleeing scene of deadly LA school bus crash 
By Andrew D*lt on 
The Associated Press 
I.OS ANGELES — Susana 
Romero was sitting at the back 
of the bus. as she usually does 
when sins ferried back and 
forth bom Roosevelt High 
School to the annex class- 
rooms the school uses 
On Monday, the routine trip 
turned into a nightmare when 
a black BMW apparently ran a 
ted light and struck and killed 
a pedestrian before slamming 
into the bus, flipping it onto its 
side in the middle of the stun 
Three young men in the 
HMW are suspected of fleeing 
on fool from the busy intersec- 
tion in Boyle I leights, east of 
downtown Los Angeles. I'wi i of 
them the 17 year old driver 
and a 1-1-year-old passenger 
— were caught by a construc- 
tion worker, who held them 
until police arrived, California 
Highway Patrol spokesman 
Miguel Luevano said 
The third male in the car, 
whi >se age was unclear, fled in 
a different direction and was 
later arrested when he turned 
up at a hospital, Luevano said. 
I hi' bus driver and 18 high 
school students all were taken 
to hospitals with minor inju- 
ries, I he bus driver initially 
was reported in critical con- 
dition, then serious, but late 
Monday investigators dcter- 
"We were in the air... we actually 
flew... we were very protective of each 
other and helping each other out as we 
got off of the bus." 
Susana Romero I Student 
mined all of the injuries were 
minor, l.ucvanc > said. 
Two other students who 
at first said they were unin- 
jured later complained of 
pain and were taken to hos- 
pitals, City lire Spokesman 
Brian Humphrey said on 
a fire department website. 
There was no immediate 
word on  their conditions 
Tuesday morning. 
Homero. 16, said there was 
no warning before she heard 
the loud crashing sound and 
found herself airborne. 
"We were in the air.'' said 
Homero standing with her 
mother outside a police sta- 
tion in a white hooded sweat 
shirt and holding a I lello Kitty 
book hag. "We actually flew." 
Romero hit her head but 
was not seriously hurt. She 
said several students from 
the front of the bus were 
bleeding, but heard more 
sobbing than screaming. 
"We were very protective 
of each other and helping 
each other out as we got off 
the bus," Homero said. She 
said she and other students 
helped the more injured kids 
out through the back emer- 
gency exit, including two of 
her close friends. 
Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa 
was scheduled to attend a 
school assembly at Rrxisevelt 
High on Tuesday and ride a 
school bus with students. 
I he three males in the BMW 
were arrested and remained 
hospitalized Monday night 
with injuries suffered in the 
crash, Luevano said. 
The driver could be facing 
felony hit-and-run and vehicu- 
lar manslaughter charges and 
the two passengers could face 
conspiracy charges for flee- 
ing the scene, Luevano said. 
The 17-year-old and 14-year- 
old will be taken to Eastlake 
Juvenile Hall for booking 
when released from the hospi- 
tal, Luevano said. Police were 
still trying to determine the 
age and identity of the third 
male. Luevano said investiga- 
tors were trying to determine if 
drugs or alcohol were involved 
in the crash. 
Daughter of slain Fla. couple testifies 
at trial about discovering parents' bodies 
Couples' son could only scream into phone, as sister ran to neighbors 
By Melissa Nelson 
The Associated Press 
I'ENSACOLA.Fla.-1 headult 
daughter of a slain Florida 
couple testified Tuesday 
about a frantic telephone call 
with a younger sibling who 
was unable to talk as their 
parents were being killed by 
armed intruders. 
Ashley Markham said the 
young boy with an unspeci- 
fied disability could only 
scream into the phone. She- 
told him to hand the phone 
to another of the couple's 
nine adopted children with 
special needs, a young girl. 
Markham said she told the 
girl to run to the home of 
a nurse who lived on the 
property and call for help. 
"I had a missed call from 
my mom. I called back and 
Jake answered the phone 
He wasn't saying anything, 
he was just screaming. I 
was asking if he could just 
let me talk to mom and clad," 
Markham said. 
Nurse Ashley Spencer 
sobbed as she took the 
stand and told jurors about 
how the young girl knocked 
on her door, begged her to 
come to the home where she 
found the bodies of Byrd and 
Melanie Billings. 
Spencer entered through 
a side door and discovered 
a trail of blond and bullet 
holes that led to the couple's 
bedroom, where she found 
Byrd Billings face down 
in one pool of blood and 
Melanie Billings in another 
with gunshots through her 
face and chest. 
A sheriffs deputy who was 
among the first to arrive at 
the sprawling rural home 
said officers went through 
each room and found the 
children, bringing them to 
the foot of the main staircase 
as they worked to secure the 
crime scene and make sure 
whoever shot the couple was 
no longer in the home. 
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Free speech, privacy lawsuit filed 
over 'Girls Gone Wild' videos 
Four women want to remain anonymous in court battle 
By Greg Bluestein 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA — A lawsuit filed 
by four women against Joe 
Francis, producer of the 
"Girls Gone Wild" videos, has 
prompted an unusual free 
speech battle over whether 
the identities of the four 
should be kept under wraps. 
Attorneys for the women, 
who were between 13 and 
17 years old when the foot- 
age was shot, asked the 
llth U.S. Circuit Court 
of Appeals on Tuesday to 
allow them to press their 
civil suit against the Girls 
(ione Wild chief executive 
without being named. 
The lawyers argued 
that keeping the identities 
private would spare the 
women, who are now in 
their 20s, from unnecessary 
humiliation. 
The women filed suit in 
federal court in Florida in 
March 2008 using only their 
initials. The lawsuit claims 
Francis exploited them by 
filming them flashing their 
breasts and engaging in 
other sexual activities in 
Panama City, Fla. It claims 
the women were ridiculed, 
ostracized and forced to 
leave school when videos 
were released. 
"Their names are going 
to be everywhere" if they 
are made public, attor- 
ney Rachael Pontikes 
argued before a judge in 
the Atlanta courtroom. 
"Whenever anyone types 
any of their names on 
Google, they will be 
linked to these sexual- 
ized images." 
The free speech battle 
flared when a federal 
judge in Florida rejected 
the request to allow the 
women to file the lawsuit 
without using their name, 
prompting an appeal. 
That led Florida Freedom 
Newspapers Inc. and the 
Southern Newspaper 
Publishers Association 
to wade into the First 
Amendment fight. 
Their attorneys con- 
tend news organizations 
have the right to know 
the names of the plain- 
tiffs in a case of wide 
national interest and 
that journalists should 
have the right to exercise 
their discretion whether 
to publish that informa- 
tion — including names 
of the plaintiffs — if 
deemed newsworthy. 
■VILLAGE 
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I--JGREENBRIAR, INC. 
(419)352-0717 445 E. WOOSTER 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
* Reduced Rate in 
October 2010 * 
* Apartments Available * 
• Semester Leases * 
* Minutes from BGSU* 
• Pet friendly community * 
* Heat included * 
CALL FOR SPECIALS! 
Located at: 
300 Napoleon Road 
in Bowling Green tfir 
4l9-352'6335 
u 
CAMPUS 
Wednesday. Octob»r V, I     3 
Trick-or-treaters 
haunt the University 
Halloween arrives early for some of the city's youngsters 
PHOTOS BY TYLER STABILE    11-fMUT.V, 
TOP: Numerous children Hocked lo the many games and treats thai awaited them at the Halloween party put on as a col- 
laboration among several campus organizations The party was in the Union Multi-Purpose room Tuesday evening 
TOP RIGHT: Freshman Erin Stevens paints on tnck-ortreater Jack Howick's (ace at the Tau Beta Sigma table Children 
lined up to have their faces painted 
BOTTOM RIGHT: One trick-oi-treater removes her vampire teeth as sophomore MoNique Waters helps other trick-or- 
treateis create masks at the Founders Hall Council table 
BOTTOM: Kappa Kappa Gamma member Kate Reverman wraps up Tiberli Ray as a toilet paper mummy at her 
sorority's table. 
Listings Available On-Line 
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
Great Selection of 
Houses £r Apartments 
in Good Locations! STOP 
by our office & 
pick up ths 
New Listings! 
Available for 2011-2012 
• V*,- have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments 
■ In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price. 
• In mosi case-., water, sewer, and ira>h are included. 
■ Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental oflice. 
WE HAVE UMTS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 K. Uoostcr Street. IkwIiriR (irecn. Oil 
I.(Rated Across From Taco Bell. 
RENTAL OFFICE (4191 354-2260 
Hours- Mondav to Kricluv - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday • H:30 to 5:00 
uHH.johnnewlovereuleslale.cum 
?! II I I 
tart DateA 
Oct18 
Oct19 
Oct21 
Oct25 
Oct27 
Oct29 
Graduate Students 
& Non-Degree Graduate Students 
Seniors 
Juniors 
Sophomores 
Freshmen 
Guest Students 
Call the Registration Hotline 
419.372.4444 from 8am to 5pm Monday - Friday 
Goto: mybgAu.edu 
1. select > student center 
2. select > enroll 
3. select > add 
You can access everything thai you need, 
including tutorials, via the"Student 
Center" at the MyBGSU portal 
BGSU. 
Office ofRegiAtration and Record A 
no AdmmiAlration Building 
II   II ■   I" 
* 
FORUM "When you've got 600 people running around here playing zombies versus humans, someone has got to like Halloween." 
- Mike Paulus, director of Dining Services, on the Haunted Halls of Dining [see story, pg. 1]. Wednesday, October 27.2010 4 
PEOPLE ON   rHE STREET   What is the scariest thing you have ever eaten? 
"Octopus in Japan. 
they had a spice 
... (hat made the 
tentacles move." 
KAEU TAYLOR. 
Freshman. 
Psychology 
"The home style 
section in the [Sun] 
Dial when it sits 
out for an hour" 
DAVID ARNOLD, 
Sophomore, 
Sport Management 
"I had cow tongue 
once." 
BRAD RUSSELL. 
Freshman 
Sport Management 
"Crusty hash 
browns at a Las 
Vegas buffet" 
JACK ENGLISH, 
Sophomore, 
Sports Management 
k VISIT US AT BGVIEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street7 Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgviews.com. 
ight frequent fatigue feeling by getting more sleep 
Develop better sleep habits to avoid making constant complaints about a lack of sleep, annoying those around you in similar situations 
We RM it. You're tired, he is 
tired, that girl over there drool- 
ing on the table in the Union is 
tired, we're all tired. 
As many readers probably 
know, the life of a college stu- 
dent can be one of fun. but 
also stress and crazy sched- 
ules. Some nights we may get 
a good eight hours of sleep, 
other nights we may get four 
hours; things happen. 
We have all been there, and 
can relate to each other when 
someone has had a night of 
little rest or sleep. I lere is what 
I can't handle though: the 
creature known as the whiner, 
complainer, or drama queen 
when it comes to being tired. 
I have had many personal 
experiences with said crea- 
tures in my almost three 
years at the University. Many 
of them can be found lurking 
in morning classes just wait- 
ing for an Innocent bystander 
to sit down next to them so 
they can snatch them up and 
begin the whining ritual. 
A few weeks ago, I was 
sitting in one of my morn- 
ing classes and had arrived 
about 10 minutes early, so I 
was one of the first people 
in the class. Seconds later, a 
person walked in the class- 
room looking like they had 
just come out from under a 
grave in the cemetery and 
crawled into Olscamp Hall. 
This look tends to be a com- 
mon look for this person, so 
they must be gettinglittle sleep 
every night before class. This 
person sits next to me in class 
and every morning tells me 
how tired they are for at least 
10 minutes. I stopped asking 
them why they are tired after 
week two of classes. They usu- 
ally went to a party or have 
some other lame reason for 
not getting sleep. 
The moral of the story is that 
I told this person yesterday, T 
don't care. We're all tired. We 
all have busy schedules and 
stress. It's time to grow up and 
take control of your life." Now, 
one may find this harsh, but 
after listening to this person 
complain all semester, 1 found 
it necessary. 
So why are many college 
students tired a lot of the time? 
According to sciencedaily.com, 
"College students are among 
the most sleep-deprived age- 
group in the U.S. Sleep depri- 
vation can have detrimental 
effects on daily performance, 
including academics and 
driving, and have also been 
linked to depressed mood and 
behavioral problems." 
Not getting enough sleep 
can possibly be on the worst 
things for college students 
because there are so many 
negative things that a lack of 
sleep can bring about. 
I lere are a few steps that one- 
can take to better help there 
sleep deprivation issues. 
First, try to stick to as much 
of a schedule as possible. For 
instance, during the school 
week, try your best to get to 
bed between II and mid- 
night every night and try 
to get at least seven to eight 
hours of sleep. 
Second, many have trouble- 
failing asleep at night in gener- 
al. For this, try exercising dur- 
ing the day, taking a relaxing 
shower at night, or just sim- 
ply turning off all music, TV, 
or any other distractions you 
may have while lying in bed. 
Finally, be mature about 
your sleep schedule. We arc 
in college, which means were 
all adults. Mom and Dad 
aren't here anymore to tell us 
when to go to bed, or when 
to wake up. It is our respon- 
sibility now. Therefore, if you 
know you have an 8 a.m. class 
on Thursday, going out and 
partying on Wednesday night 
is probably not a smart idea 
and you will most definitely be 
tired when you wake up. 
Make sure you are taking 
control of your sleep schedule. 
There are many different ways 
to remedy your sleep prob- 
lems. Once you have fixed 
these issues, you and others 
around you will be much hap- 
pier. Remember, getting sleep 
at night is good, but getting 
sleep at 8:30 a.m. with drool 
running down your desk is 
gross. Get it together. 
Respond to lames at 
theneuKtfrbgneivs.com 
Inviting Obama to be commencement speaker should not be a campaign 
By Tha Columbua Spectator 
(Barnard and Columbia 
Coll.g.) 
College News Network 
A couple of weeks ago. I 
received an e-mail con- 
cerning the Columbia 
College Student Council's 
ambitious plan to pursue 
President Barack Obama 
as the Commencement 
speaker. I was ecstatic about 
the idea that the president 
of the United States would 
take part in the conclusion 
of my Columbia experi- 
ence The e-mail stated. "DO 
YOU WANT PRESIDENT 
OBAMA TO SPEAK AT 
OUR COMMENCEMENT, 
TWENTY ELEVEN? I know 
you do, so we gotta WORK to 
make that happen." There .vas 
nothing alarming about what 
I read. I did want President 
Obama to come speak, and 
1 expected that it would be 
difficult to attain this goal. 
I Iowever, when I continued to 
read the e-mail, I was shocked 
with the tasks that our cam- 
pus leaders thought would do 
the trick. 
These undertakings includ- 
ed (but were not limited to: 
"facilitating student group 
productions in President 
Obama's honor, dedicating 
a day of community service 
in President Obama's honor, 
creating video testaments 
and other creative forms of 
expression to capture student 
excitement, leading social 
media campaigns to give 
this notable movement a web 
presence, and taking a trip to 
Washington, DC. where we 
can make our hopes heard.'' If 
President Obama can only be 
brought to Columbia through 
projects of glorification, then 
1 no longer support this idea. 
Although Barack Obama 
is president of the United 
States—a position that is 
only afforded to special men 
(or women) with the perfect 
combination of supreme 
confidence, opportunistic 
prowess and circumstance— 
he is not a god. There is 
no doubt that he has had 
unique experiences, but his 
presence on campus is not 
some unrivaled reward. The 
president does not grace us 
with his presence—we voted 
him into office. Furthermore, 
Commencement is not 
about the speakers. It is fun- 
damentally about the expe- 
riences of the graduating 
class. We should not have to 
beg anyone, not to mention 
an alumnus, to come cel- 
ebrate our day. Where was 
University of Notre Dame's 
"grassroots" movement for 
Barack Obama? 
I will participate in a day of 
community service, but I will 
not dedicate it to the presi- 
dent. Why does he warrant 
this honor? I will not travel 
to Washington, DC. to have 
my hopes heard. University 
President lee Bollinger has 
stated my hopes in officially 
inviting President Obama to 
speak. And I will not create 
a video testament about my 
personal preference to hear 
him speak. Why can't our 
student leadership under- 
stand that this campaign for 
Obama is exorbitant? And 
so I say to President Obama: 
If you would like to share in 
our final college experience, 
please join us. And to our stu- 
dentleadership:Thepresident 
is only a man, and neither 
you nor I should supplicate to 
men. No one is more impor- 
tant to commencement than 
the class of 2011. 
CALLING ALL 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news 
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. 
■ Call us at 419-372-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of 
this page. 
CARTOONISTS 
COLUMNISTS 
Need a place to voice your opinions? The 
Forum section is looking for more people like 
you to write columns and illustrate for us. 
FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU! 
TOP HEWS STORIES 
The site is updated daily 
with stories from the 
paper and online extras. 
BLOGGING ARCHIVES SPEAK YOUR MIHD MULTIMEDIA 
Check out the sports Miss something? Find Comment on stones and Podcasts. audio 
blog lor the latest in articles and columns columns, or send a letter slideshows and video 
BG athletics since 2000 to the editor add to the story. 
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The BG News Submission Policy 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
are generally to be lewer than 500 
words. These are usually in response 
to a current issue on the University's 
campus or the Bowling Green area. 
GUEST COLUMHS are generally 
longer pieces between 400 and 
700 words These are usually also in 
response to a current issue on the 
University's campus or the Bowling 
Green area Two submissions per 
month ma«imum 
POLICIES: Letiers to the Editor 
and Guest Columns are printed 
as space on the Opinion Page 
permits Additional Letters to the 
Editor or Guest Columns may be 
published online Name, year and 
phone number should be included 
for verification purposes. Personal 
attacks, unverified information or 
anonymous submissions will not 
be printed. 
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an 
attachment to therwws@bgnews. 
com with the subject line marked 
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest 
Column" All submissions are sub- 
ject to review and editing for length 
and clarity before printing. The 
editor may change the headlines to 
submitted columns and letters at his 
or her discretion. 
Opinion columns do not necessarily 
reflect the view of The BG News 
( I 
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WORLD BRIEFS wiw 
Mexican town's 
police force quits 
after attack 
MEXICO CITY (AP)-The 
entire police force of a small 
northern Mexican town has 
quit after gunmen attacked 
their headquarters. 
Los Ramones Mayor Santos 
Salinas said nobody was injured 
But he told Reforma 
newspaper that all 14 members 
of the force resigned Tuesday, a 
day after the shooting. 
Nobody answered the 
phones at Salinas' offices. 
Los Ramones is in Nuevo 
Leon, a state torn by fighting 
between the Gulf and Zetas 
drug gangs. Police stations in 
small northeastern Mexican 
towns are frequently attacked, 
and several mayors have been 
assassinated. 
Mexico's ill-equipped 
municipal forces often quit after 
cartel attacks. 
President Felipe Calderon 
has proposed eliminating 
Mexico's municipal forces and 
replacing them with one force 
per state 
Amnesty calls on 
Pakistan to 
investigate killings 
ISLAMABAD (AP)-Amnesty 
International on Tuesday called on 
Pakistan to investigate the alleged 
torture and killing of more than 
40 political leaders and activists in 
southwestern Baluchistan province, 
where the government has battled 
a nationalist insurgency for decades. 
The killings allegedly took place 
over the past four months against 
a backdrop of rising political unrest 
and Pakistani army operations 
in Baluchistan, said the human 
rights group. The government has 
repeatedly used force to counter 
Baluch insurgents who have 
demanded a greater share of the 
region's natural resource wealth 
"The Pakistani government 
must act immediately to provide 
justice for the growing list of 
atrocities in Baluchistan," said Sam 
Zarifi. Amnesty International's 
Asia-Pacific director. "Baluch 
political leaders and activists are 
clearly being targeted and the 
government must do much more 
to end this alarming trend" 
Archeologists: 
5,900-year-old skirt 
found 
YEREVAN. Armenia (AP) 
- An Armenian archaeologist said 
scientists have discovered a skirt 
that could be 5.900-year-old. 
Pavel Avetisian. the head of 
the Institute of Archeology and 
Ethnography in Yerevan, said 
a fragment of skirt made of 
reed was found during recent 
digging in the Areni-1 cave in 
southeastern Armenia. Avetisian 
told Tuesday's news conference 
in the Armenian capital that the 
find could be one of the world s 
oldest piece of reed clothing. 
Earlier excavation in the same 
location has produced what 
researchers believe is a 5.500- 
year-old show, making it the 
oldest piece of leather footwear 
known to researchers. 
Boris Gasparian. an 
Armenian archaeologist who 
worked jointly with U.S. and 
Irish scientists at the site, said 
they also found a mummified 
goat that could be 5.900-year- 
old, or more than 1.000 years 
older than the mummified 
animals found in Egypt 
Vatican urges Iraq 
to halt Aziz 
execution 
VATICAN CITY (AP)-The 
Vatican has urged Iraq to not 
carry out the death sentence 
meted out to former Iraqi foreign 
minister Tariq Aziz and said it 
may intervene diplomatically to 
try to halt it. 
The 74-year-old Aw. the only 
Christian in Saddam Hussein's 
mainly Sunni inner circle was 
sentenced to death by hanging 
Tuesday for persecuting Shiiles 
The Vatican spokesman, the 
Rev. Federico Lombardi. said 
Tuesday the Vatican hoped 
that the sentence wouldn't be 
carried out He said commuting 
the sentence would encourage 
reconciliation and the rebuilding 
of peace and justice in Iraq. 
He said the Vatican usually 
would pursue any possible 
humanitarian intervention 
to halt an execution via 
diplomatic channels 
Top Saddam ally 
to be executed 
By Barbara Surlc and 
Rtbacca Santana 
The Associated Press 
BAGHDAD — Tariq Aziz, t he 
dapper diplomat and high- 
est-ranking Christian in 
Saddam Hussein's regime, 
was sentenced Tuesday to 
death by hanging for perse- 
cuting members of the Shiite 
religious parties that now 
dominate the country. 
The decision to execute 
the 74-year-old Aziz, who has 
suffered a series of strokes in 
prison, shows the depth of 
hatred among the country's 
current Shiite leadership 
for top figures in a Baathist 
regime that sent hundreds 
of thousands of opponents 
to death or exile. 
Among Shiites in the 
vast, eastern Baghdad slum 
called Sadr City, a gallows 
death for one of Saddam's 
ardent aides was considered 
a fitting end. 
"This is a fair judicial court 
ruling against those whose 
hands are still bloodied." 
said h ,n in I lassim, a 32-year- 
old teacher. 
"This is a fair judicial 
court ruling against 
those whose hands 
are still bloodied." 
Kamil Jassim | Teacher 
Many Sunnis, the minority 
Muslim sect that dominated 
Iraq under Saddam, ques- 
tioned whether the death 
sentence was merely revenge 
masquerading as justice. 
"The aim of this court, 
formed by this government, 
is to kill and liquidate all of 
the former regime's senior 
figures if they committed 
crimes or not. It is an unfair 
trial and unfair verdict." said 
lamed Sahib AH, a so-year- 
old merchant in Saddam's 
hometown of Tikrit. 
Aziz was wearing a blue 
suit and his trademark 
oversized glasses as he 
sat alone in court. He fre- 
quently grasped the hand- 
rail that surrounds the 
defendant's box and bowed 
his head as the judge read 
out the verdict. 
OBAMA 
From Page 1 
dozen required Senate con- 
firmation — have stirred 
much controversy. It's a far 
cry from the 1993 furor sur- 
rounding Clinton's nomina- 
tion of then-San Francisco 
Supervisor Roberta 
Achtenberg as assistant 
secretary for Housing and 
Urban Development. 
Achtenberg was the first 
openly gay official to serve at 
such a senior level, and she 
won confirmation despite 
contentious hearings and 
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C, 
who denounced her as a 
"militant extremist." 
"It's both significant 
and rather ordinary," said 
Michael Cole, a spokesman 
for the gay rights group 
Human Rights Campaign. 
"It's a simple affirmation of 
the American ideal that what 
matters is how you do your 
job and not who you are." 
Gay activists, among 
Obama's strongest support- 
ers, had hoped he would 
be the first to appoint an 
openly gay Cabinet secre- 
tary. While that hasn't hap- 
pened — yet — Obama did 
appoint the highest-ranking 
gay official ever when he 
named lohn Berry as direc- 
tor of the Office of Personnel 
Management, which over- 
sees the nation's 1.9 million 
federal workers. 
Other prominent names 
include Nancy Sutley, chair- 
woman of the White House 
Council on Environmental 
Quality, and Fred Hochhcrg, 
chairman of the Export- 
Import Bank. Obama also 
named Amanda Simpson, 
the first openly transgender 
appointee, as a senior techni- 
cal adviser in the Commerce 
Department. And David 
Huebner. ambassador to New 
Zealand and Samoa, is the 
third openly gay ambassador 
in U.S. history. 
White House spokesman 
Shin Inouye confirmed 
the record number, saying 
Obama has hired more gay 
officials than the Clinton 
and George W. Bush 
administrations combined. 
He said Obama "is proud 
that his appointments 
reflect the diversity of the 
American public." 
"He is committed to 
appointing highly qualified 
individuals for each post," 
Inouye said. "We have made 
a record number of openly 
LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual 
or transgender) appoint- 
ments and we are confident 
that this number will only 
continue to grow." 
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SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve. 
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Create and solve your 
Sudohu puzzles for FREE. 
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BLOTTER 
MON., OCT. 25 
1:37 PM. 
A resident within the iOOO block 
of 3rd St reported the theft of a 
carved pumpkin, value unknown 
t\ ONLINE: Go lo bgviews com Icr 
"5 the complete blotter list 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
343 P.M. 
An Xbox was reported stolen from  We ™anl 1O c°"e« al1 faclu'11 
Founders Hall. er,°'5 ,f vou <ninl: an e,,or 
has been made, call The BG 
News at 419-572-6966. 
LGBT 
From Page 1 
Sale Zone where people affirm 
their commitment to lie allies 
of LGBT," Russell said " WB 
have a two-hour workshop 
where we educate individuals 
on how to be supportive and 
become better allies.'' 
freshman Aaron David is 
glad the University has Sys- 
tems like this in place to stop 
the mistreatment and hate 
dialled toward gay students. 
They are people, ton and 
they don't deserve to be dis- 
respected and mistreated,' 
David said. "People often fear 
what (hey cannot understand, 
but that does not give us the 
right to bash people becausi 
of their sexuality." 
Junior Brittany Thomas 
is open to programs that 
educate individuals on the 
LGBT issues. 
"Although  I  don't  identify 
mysetfas LGBT, I would like to 
know mure about what they 
experience and go through," 
Thomas said." I don't want to 
be one of those Ignoranl peo- 
ple who degrade Others and 
know nothing about what gay 
students go through." 
The LGBT Resource 
Center is located in the 
Math Sciences Building and 
is open [Uesdays through 
Fridays from 1 -5 p.m. It is 
open to all students and 
faculty members. 
HAUNTED 
From Page 1 
Studen(s can vote through- 
out the week for their favor- 
ite dining hall decorations 
at http://www.dineoncam- 
pus.com/bgsu. The dining 
hall with the most votes will 
receive a "ceremonial head" 
to display for winning the 
competition. 
"It's festive and is really 
putting me in the mood for 
Halloween," said sophomore 
Abbey Hilborn. "It's not hurt- 
ing anyone, so it's ridiculous if 
anyone thinks it's about wor- 
shipping the devil instead of 
just for fun." 
Workers at each dining hall 
will celebrate their theme on 
a different day with related 
food and costumes. Today, 
the Bowling Greenery will 
feature food surrounding 
the theme "The List Harvest" 
and on Thursday Krcischer 
will host a day of food and 
costumes related to "The 
Texas Chainsaw Massacre." 
Each dining hall began 
putting more thought into 
Halloween celebrations in 
2009 after each hall received 
a supplemental S500 to 
$1,000, depending on the size 
of the dining hall, said Mike 
Paulus, director of University 
Dining Services. Workers at 
each hall used the money to 
start accumulating decora- 
tions in anticipation of this 
I Ialloween's competition. 
"When you've got 600 
people running around 
here playing zombies versus 
humans, someone has got to 
like Halloween," Paulus said. 
"It's just to kind of promote 
a common holiday that the 
campus seems to embrace." 
Due to the accumulation of 
decorations, Dining Services 
just started using a storage 
facility to house decorations 
throughout the remainder 
of the year. The themes for 
each dining hall will likely 
be changed for Halloween in 
2011, Paulus said. 
Dining services also hosts 
smaller scale celebrations 
throughout the year for the 
Super Bowl and Valentine's 
Day. To end Haunted Halls 
of Dining, workers at the 
Falcon's Nest in the Union 
will celebrate the Day Of The 
Dead on Nov. 2. 
"Students aren't usually 
here for holidays because 
of breaks," Paulus said. 
"But so many of the stu- 
dents are still here for 
Halloween so this is one 
we can actually capture." 
HAUNTED HALLS 
OF DINING LOCATIONS: 
Th« Bowling Graanary: 
"The Last Harvest.' 
Wednesday 
Outtakei at Kraischar: 
Haunted Mansion, 
Sunday 
Kiai.char Sundial: 
"The Texas Chainsaw 
Massacre." 
Thursday 
Outtakei at 
Offanhauan 
Haunted Forest, 
Sunday, 5- 9 p.m. 
Founders: 
Haunted Pirate Ship, 
Friday 
Black Swamp Pub: 
Vampire Night. 
Friday 
Tha Falcon's Na«t 
(Union) 
Day of the Dead 
Nov. 2 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
'11-'12 May/Aug. 
Leases Now Available 
CalU 19-352-6064 
or wNw.froboserentals.com 
for current listing 
These houses won't 
last long 
Call TODAY! 
FROBOSE RENTALS 
5U0 Lehman Avc.BC 
Senior Portraits This Week! 
October 26,27 & 28 
Schedule your appointment now at 
www.myseniorportrait.com 
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BG football team enduring 
overall struggles at 1-7 
It's jusl been one of those years for 
the Falcon football team. 
\ year full ol injuries, inconsis- 
tencies and lack of depth. 
\ year in which iis defense 
is ranked second in the Mid 
American Conference in take- 
aways bm gives up nearly 150 
yards a game. 
\ year in which the offense aver- 
ages iusi 51 rushing yards a game 
and tailed to reach loo yards of 
total offense against Kent State 
until the fourth quarter, 
A 1-7 start and a Bve game Ins 
ing streak is certainly not what 
coach Dave Clawson, bis staff nor 
liis players, bail in mind when the 
season began. 
I he Falcons have not started 
a season 1-7 overall and 0-4 
in the MAC since 1953, when 
they finished IB and 0-4 in 
the conference, 
BG could easily find Mselt   II 
overall and 2-2 in the MAC. 
One ol the biggest differences 
between last year s team and 
this year's is the ability to close 
nut games. 
Last season, the team won 
against Kent State and Buffalo on 
the last play of the game and was 
able to come from behind and hold 
on against Troy and Toledo. 
This season, the Falcons have 
lost three of their games in the 
closing seconds. 
Against Troy in the season- 
opener, Trojans' kicker Michael 
Taylor hit a 34-yard field goal with 
four seconds remaining to defeat 
Hi i 30-27. 
Four weeks later against Buffalo, 
Falcons' kicker Bryan Wright 
missed a game-winning 40-yard 
field goal as lime expired to give 
the Bulls a 28-26 win. 
And two weeks ago at Temple, 
BG was unable to convert a two- 
point conversion with no time 
remaining as the Owls escaped 
with a 28-27 victory. 
Its really the reverse from a 
year ago.'' Clawson said last week. 
"Last year we found ways to win 
those games, (Last season) was 
a four-name swing for the posi- 
tive and now this is a three-game 
swing for the negative, 
"The bottom line is we didn't 
make those plays and that's why 
we are where we are." 
And where the falcons are is at 
the bottom ol the MAC bast stand- 
See FOOTBALL! Page 7 
ANDRtAliHl 
SPORTS BRIEF 
Bowling Green to host NCAA Women's basketball tour- 
nament first and second rounds in 2012 
The Un*w _-nter ri3s b<?en selected as one of 16 sites for the first ans second 
rounds of the 2012 NCAA Division I Women's Basketball Championship, the NCAA Women's 
i :>mmittee announced Tuesday 
• and second-round games at the Stroh Center either Saturday. March 17 and 
^: „n Sunday. March 18 and Tuesday. March 20 2012 Enact dates will be 
determined in June 2011. with tnket information to be released at a later time. 
The 2011-12 season will be the first year of operation for the Stroh Center, which wil serve as 
the new home I men's and womens basketball, volleyball and gymnastics team. 
PASS: knot delender/midfielder Colin Armstrong looks to make a pass in a game earlier this season. 
Men's soccer to battle 
Wolverines in Ann Arbor 
By John Loptz 
Reporter 
As the men's soccer team prepares 
to take on Michigan, Akron's team 
has an interesting role surrounding 
the outlook of the game. 
Last season the Michigan 
Wolverines soccer team beat the 
falcons handily 5-1. Earlier this 
season, Akron — the country's 
consensus No. 1 team — got 
past the Falcons 2-0, after being 
scoreless for nearly 70 minutes. 
Akron also beat the Wolverines 
in stunning fashion, 7-1. 
When the falcons arrive in 
Ann Arbor tonight for a 7 p.m. 
kickoff. what do these previous 
results show? 
"Really nothing,'' said falcon head 
coach Eric Nichols. "What I do know 
is that Michigan has one of the best 
attacks in the country." 
Nichols  is  referring  to  lustin 
Meram, who scored a hat trick 
against the Falcons last year. If that 
weren't enough, Matt Schmitt, a 
fifth year senior, is racking up goals 
left and right as well. 
The Falcons counter with a 
team that is talented and dis- 
ciplined, on occasion. Against 
top-ranked Akron and nation- 
ally-ranked Michigan State, the 
Falcons either led or were tied for 
151 of 180 minutes. 
However, against another tal- 
ented team, Butler, the Falcons let 
in goals often, going down 5-0. In 
order to upset a Wolverine team set 
on making it into the NCAA tourna- 
ment, the Fakons must find con- 
sistency both in the offensive and 
defensive third. 
"We are anxious to get out there 
and give it a go. It has been a while 
since we played," Nichols said. 
The Falcons last game was a 
narrow 2-1 loss to the Spartans of 
Michigan State, being beaten by a 
free kick in the last 10 minutes after 
having lead for a large portion of 
the match. 
"We think we did well for the 
majority of the game against 
Michigan State," Nichols said. "We 
were upset not to be able to close 
that game out.'' 
Although playing away two 
seasons in a row to any team is 
less desirable than the standard 
home and homes we are used 
to, Nichols and the team see this 
visit to Michigan as a new experi- 
ence, as Michigan has just opened 
a $6 million soccer stadium, said 
to be one of the finest venues in 
the country. 
The Falcons (5-6-2) have already 
outplayed last year's team, and 
will now look to do what the 20(1!) 
Falcons soccer team and the 2010 
football team failed to do: win in (or 
aroundl the "Big I louse." 
Notes: BG hockey prepares for cross-country trip to Alaska 
l if* m PHOI i 
FOCUS: Sopfomoie forward Jordan Samuels-Thomas looks to move the puck up the ice against Alabama-Hunts* 
By Ryan Salkowiak 
Assistant Sports Edrtor 
It was a busy week for the BG 
hockey team. 
This weekend, they completed tlieir 
most successful weekend of the sea- 
son, sweeping Alabama-1 luntsville 
at home. 
The victories extended the team's 
win streak to three games, the first 
time since November 2007 the team 
achieved a streak of such length. 
"For confidence, it meansa lot." said 
coach Chris Bergeron. "1 thought it 
was nice (the teaml started getting 
rewarded for hard work. 
T thought that even at 0-3 that we 
played well enough to maybe get a 
win out of there, but 1 think this is 
good feedback for the team that if 
we stick to the process that things 
will work." 
Now. the team prepares for their 
longest road (rip of the season as 
they head to Alaska to take on the 
Alaska-Fairbanks Nanooks, their 
first Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association play since opening 
weekend against Michigan. 
"Everyone says that they're just 
a defensive team, but 1 think that 
they're a very good offensive 
team too," Bergeron said. "They 
don't just have one thing you can 
focus on stopping, they are a very 
well-rounded team." 
Time zone factor 
Alaska sits four time /.ones away 
from Ohio, meaning that for Friday 
and Saturday's 7 p.m. start, it will be 
11 p.m. in Bowling Green. 
This can be a huge adjustment 
for a team that plays almost all of 
their games in the Eastern time 
zone and only goes to Alaska once 
every other season. 
"We try to get up there as quickly 
as we can." Bergeron said. "It used to 
be that everyone would fly up there 
Thursday, now more often than not it 
will be that teams are flying up there 
Wednesday. We're just trying to make 
it routine as possible for something 
that isn't routine 
Young guns 
Coming into the season, Bergeron 
knew that the team's success would 
hinge on the play of the young players, 
with 20 freshmen and sophomores 
composing the 27 man roster. 
After three series' they have at 
the very least met, if not exceeded 
expectations. 
Sophomore lordan Samuels- 
Thomas leads the team with five 
points in six games, while freshman 
Mike Fink had two goals and an 
assists this past weekend in his first 
action of the season. 
On the blue line, Sophomore Ryan 
I'eltoma had a breakout weekend, 
earning CC1IA defenseman of the 
week, as he put up a goal and two 
assists against Alabama! luntsville. 
In addition, the Falcons have got- 
ten scoring from nearly the entire 
FACEBOOK 
Become a Facebook fan 
Become a fan of the BG News sports 
department on Faceoook. Log on to 
your account and search "BG News 
Sports to become a fan. 
TWITTER 
Follow BG News sports on Twitter 
The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us 
for breaking news and in-game updates from your 
favorite Falcon sports 
www.twftter.com/bgnewssports 
VOLLEYBALL 
BCSN to televise final match 
The BG Athletics Apartment and Buckeye 
Cable Sports Network have announced that 
they wil televise the final home game that wil 
be at Anderson Arena, this Saturday at 3 pm 
See HOCKEY | Page 7 
BASEBALL 
Falcons announce schedule 
The BG baseball team has released their 2011 sched- 
ule. The three-tinie defending MAC East champions 
have non-conference trips to Kentucky, as well as a 
rematch with Michigan and a trip to Florida. 
N VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM SPORTS 
Letters reveal ex-Yankee 
boss' early-life personality 
Wednesday Octobei 27.2010 7 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
By Ronald Blum 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — Mary lane 
Schriner is puzzled. 
She has nearly two dozen 
letters from college-age 
George Steinbrenncr detail- 
ing his still-forming person- 
ality, filled with charm and 
sweetness and hope, and the 
New York Yankees are block- 
ing her from publishing them 
in a book. 
"He just was very, very 
nice. I can't think of a mean 
thing to say about him," she 
told The Associated Press by 
phone. "He just couldn't have 
been nicer. I Ie was over at our 
house all the time. That said, 
in the letters, in one of them, 
he apologized for being such a 
pest and thought my parents 
might get sick of seeing him." 
Overall, there is a tone of 
loneliness and perhaps puppy 
love in the letters. They were 
provided to the AP by the 
woman and her son after one 
was published in The New 
York Times, and the newspa- 
per reported that the Yankees 
had refused permission to let 
her use them to be published 
in a collection. 
Schriner said she had pro- 
vided copies of the letters to 
the baseball 1 lall of Fame. 
A series of 19 letters 
Steinbrenner wrote from 
1949-51 to Mary lane Elsler 
— her maiden name — reveal 
many of the trails the baseball 
world grew to know duringhis 
tumultuous reign as Yankees 
owner from 1973 until his 
death in July at age 80. 
Years later, she became 
puzzled when she followed 
George Steinbrenner'sblustery 
public persona. She couldn't 
reconcile the imperious pro- 
nouncements of the New York 
Yankees owner with the gush- 
ing and somewhat awkward 
young man from their Ohio 
town decades earlier. 
"I'd see on the news he did 
this, that or whatever, and it 
wasn't the person 1 knew. It 
was like a different person," 
she said. 
Back then, there were 
hints of the personality that 
would come to dominate 
baseball for more than three 
decades: charming, sarcas- 
tic, boastful, demanding. 
Even when he was in college, 
Steinbrenner was all that. 
Yet, there also is an emo- 
tional, personal side that 
Steinbrenner rarely showed. 
That's what makes the let- 
ters more remarkable. 
"They're very human," 
she said. 
Schriner has written 
about Steinbrenner on 
her   blog.   http://mjschri- 
ner.wordpress.com/. She 
remembers that after they 
both got married, she'd 
come across Steinbrenner 
in a store or a parking lot in 
their hometown. 
Now 77 and her vision fail- 
ing, Schriner said she no lon- 
ger can read the letters herself 
and that she had one of her 
daughters read them to her. 
Steinbrenner calls their 
hometown of Bay Village, 
a Cleveland suburb, the 
"Ilicksville town we live in." 
He writes of apprehension at 
punting in Williams College's 
1950 games at Princeton, 
saying "I'm afraid shades of 
Custer's last stand will be re- 
enacted at Palmer Stadium." 
Williams would lose 66-0. 
He worries that his writ- 
ing skills got rusty during 
the summer as he prepared 
a sports column for The 
Williams Record. He hopes 
to compete in the 1952 U.S. 
Olympic track and field tri- 
als. When invited to run the 
440-yard hurdles at the Penn 
Relays, he said of his always 
demanding father: "The old 
man is tickled 'pink." 
He proudly tells her about 
an 1101'C tour of a military 
base, is pleased "the old 
Indians are certainly mak- 
ing a mess of the old pennant 
race" after fading from con- 
tention, informs her than he 
has only three 8 a.m. classes 
and intends to drop a calcu- 
lus course in favor of one on 
navigation of surface vessels. 
He repeatedly is worried that 
she is lonely as she settles in 
at college. 
Always a college football 
fan, Steinbrenner let's her 
know "the Eighting Irish sure 
took a nose dive this year." A 
horse fan, too, he tells her he 
went to see trotters race at 
Saratoga, and reminds her of 
a lip on Hill Prince: "I guess 
you'll admit now that 1 can 
pick horses, too." 
And he was filled with the 
social concerns of college kids. 
Stressed during pledge week 
at his fraternity and the par- 
ties, he writes: "Every house 
imports groups of feminine 
pulchritude from Bennington 
or Smith. Naturally, it's a race 
with every house trying to 
line up the best herd — what 
a bunch of beasts." 
At times, it seems he had a 
crush on her. 
"You seem a little more indif- 
ferent to me than the other 
35,000,000 American women. 
... Only kiddin — sport." 
In February 1951, he writes 
to her that after a track meet 
at Madison Square Garden, 
he had a date with Miss 
Rheingold 1951 but got tired, 
went back to the Williams 
"He just was very, 
very nice. I can't think 
of a mean thing to 
say about him." 
Mary Schimer | Fnend of The Boss" 
Club and was in bed by mid- 
night. And he tells her of gi ling 
to a place called Mike's for hot 
chocolate that has "the cutest 
little ole waitresses ever but 
you have to be a campus big 
shot before they give you a 
tumble — so all I ever get is a 
nice big cup of cocoa." 
"He said in one letter that 
he had gone out with Miss 
Rheingold. and he said that 
he liked me better.'' Schriner 
said. "I think that was a lie. I 
don't know if that was true 
or not. But I mean the let- 
ters were very, very simple. 
It shows he had insecurities, 
just like all of us. I Ie was just 
coming of age." 
Known for lavish spend- 
ing as Yankees owner, 
Steinbrenner didn't dole out 
the big bucks then. 
In December 1950 he wrote 
in pencil and said he couldn't 
afford a pen. and his room- 
mates wouldn't let him bor- 
row theirs until he spent $1 
for a new one. 
He writes that they'll have 
to wail until they return home 
for Thanksgiving to talk, pre- 
sumably because using the 
telephone was too expensive. 
"Two dollars for three 
minutes is a little out of my 
financial reach." he wrote. 
He puts himself down, 
calling himself "the dumb- 
est guy around." 
"If you'd marry me — think 
of all (he little 'idiots' we 
could raise," he wrote — with 
"we" underlined." 
When he doesn't hear from 
her with the desired frequen- 
cy, he writes in May 1950 a 
sentence at odds with the 
Steinbrenner the public came 
to know: "I can't stand this 
any longer.... My ego has not 
only been deflated, but it has 
ceased to exist." 
Michael Schriner, her son, 
doesn't u ndersta nd why I .on n 
Trust, the team's chief operat- 
ing officer, denied permission 
for publication. Under U.S. 
copyright law, because they 
are Steinbrenner s letters, the 
family's consent is needed. 
"The week when they 
unveiled George's statue was 
when he was supposed to get 
back to us," he said. "She want- 
ed the kids to see the letters. 
Instead, he just filed a legal you- 
can't-do this letter. It caught 
everybody off guard. She 
thought if they said no, they 
should give a good reason." 
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ACROSS 
1 Briquettes 
6 Zip 
10 Country music pioneer Ernest 
14 'As a result..." 
15 Country on the tip ot the 
Arabian Peninsula 
16 Spot in the ocean 
17 Top banana 
19 Depilatory brand 
20 60s-70s war site, brietly 
21 "Now it makes sense!" 
22 Cake finish 
23 Unstable situation, 
metaphorically 
26 Workplace inspection org. 
29 Comportment 
30 Louise's gal pal 
33 Buzzing swarmers 
34 Performed 
37 Huge mess 
40 ^Danny and the Dinosaur" 
author Hotf 
41 Court postponement 
42 Ancient Greek military power 
1 "High Hopes" lyricist 
Sammy 
? Top draft status 
3 Father of 61-Across 
4 '60s "trip" drug 
5 Early gas company 
based in Cleveland 
6 Districts 
7 Roast host 
8 Bleachers cry 
9 John     Lennon 
10 Kid's make-believe 
phone 
11 Carrier that added 
"ways* to its name 
in 1997 
12 Duck hunter's cover 
13 Cold-waler hazards 
18 Its flagship sch is in 
Stillwater, west 
of Tulsa 
22 Freezes over 
23 Oates's musical 
partner 
24 Divine s*gn 
25 Feudal domains 
26 Gambling parlors, 
briefly 
27 One-horse carriage 
28 Had m one's hands 
31 Strolls (along) 
32 Performers' union: 
Abbr. 
33 Tarzan's son 
34 Awful 
35 Letter after theta 
36 Genetic info carriers 
38 "Misery" actor James 
39 Easy targets 
43 Swmglme fastener 
•15 Touch, cat-style 
46 Accused's excuse 
47 Choir platform 
48 Likeness 
49 "Miracle on 34th 
Street" setting 
50 Rhine whine9 
51 Sandy Koufax or 
CC Sabathia 
54 The first Mrs 
Copperfield 
55 Insects on farms 
56 Editor's "leave it In" 
58 B&B pan 
59 College URL ending 
60 Future fish 
43 Blood fluids 
44 Veggies studied by Mendel 
45 Gregarious fun lovers 
52 Assumed name 
53 Defensive spray 
54 Marx's'    Kapital" 
57 Thm curl of smoke 
58 Valuable shore property, and a 
hint lo what the first words of 
17-. 23-, 37-and 45-Across 
have in common 
61 Third man 
62 High-strung 
63 Sacher treat 
64 Goodyear product 
65 Member's obligation 
66 What matzo lacks 
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SHOT: freshman forward Ryan Visellt tabs a shot against Alabama-Huntsvilie. 
HOCKEY 
From Page 6 
lineup, as only three non- 
goalies have nol yet registered 
a point this season. 
"We're going to need to 
score by committee for sure," 
Bergeron said. "It was nice to 
see (Ryan Viselli and link) get 
on the score sheet this week- 
end, they had both worked 
hard in practice, and then 
any time you can get an over- 
time goal from a defenseman 
you're happy." 
In goal for the I-'alcons. soph 
omore Andrew Hammond is 
starting to make a name for 
himself, as he has won two 
straight starts, posting a goals- 
against average of 2.01 and a 
save percent of .921. 
Clean bl 
The Falcons are skating 
back at full strength after a 
brief bout with injuries. 
Bryce Williamson (concus- 
sion) and Brett Mohler (shoul- 
der) both missed Friday's 
game with injury. 
Bolh played Saturday 
— with Mohler scoring 
what ended up being the 
game-winning goal — and 
appear to be at 100 percent 
going forward. 
"Williamson was a guy we 
wanted to be careful with, 
but he skated real hard on 
Priday in the non-dresser 
skate and we felt good about 
putting him in Saturday." 
Bergeron said. "With 
Mahler's shoulder, it seems 
like we gave him ample time 
to gel thai rested up. We had 
a real physical practice today 
and he seemed fine." 
Still hungry 
liven with the three-game 
winning s(rcakand.!i00 record. 
Bergeron is still not pleased 
with where the leant sits. 
All three wins came in 
non-conference play, so the 
Falcons still Nit at the bottom 
(if the < X 11A standings with a 
0-2 mark in conference play. 
"We want to make an 
impact in the CCHA so we 
need to focus on Iriday night 
and that's it." Bergeron said 
NMUIEZUKAM 
PLAY ACTION: Running back Jordan Hopgood fakes a handoff to receive! Eugene Coopei eariier this season 
FOOTBALL 
From Page 6 
ings with Akron and officially 
out of the running to play in a 
bowl game. 
They are highly aware 
what'sat stake. 
They know it hasn't been a 
successful season. 
But they also know there is 
a lot of football to be played. 
"Our record doesn't show 
who we are," said line- 
backer Dwayne Woods after 
Saturday's loss to Kent State. 
We go out and practice to 
our full potential every day 
and we try to work to our 
best ability." 
With four regular season 
game remaining, Woods, 
along with the younger 
players on the team, know 
they still have something to 
play for. 
"We want to send our 
seniors off |on a winning 
notel," Woods said. "We 
don't want to quit on them. 
As we came in they were big 
brothers to us and taught us 
the way." 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
419-352-0717 
Now Renting 
For Fall 2011 
Bentwood Estates 
Columbia Court Apartments 
Heinz Apartments Ltd. 
Enterprise Square Apts. 
East Merry Ave. Apartments 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
Mercer Manor Apartments 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
Campbell Hill Apartments 
...and many more apartments and houses 
SIGN A LEASE TODAY 
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
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Fighting hard for every win 
PROTECT: Senior captain David Solway protects the pud against Alabama-Huntsville The Falcons swept the Chargers by scores o( 5-4 and 4-2 
B  HEWSWI PHOTO 
BG 
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Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
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Services Offered Help Wanted Help Wanted 
Campus Quarters Sports Bar 
FREE POOL EVERY WED1 
$3 Natty Pitchers' 
Help Wanted 
Services Offered 
SALSA BALLET. 
BELLYDANCE, YOGA. 
www laurashakti.com 
or RadianceStudio on Facebook 
New Session starts Mon. Oct 25 
'BARTENDING! up to S300/day. 
No exp. necessary, training pro- 
vided, call 800-965-6520 x174 
Canter Substitute-BG 
Candidate must have a high 
school diploma or GED and expe- 
rience working with children and 
adults and quantity cooking. 
Responsibilities include assisting 
the classroom teacher with dally 
acitivites. responding to the needs 
of children, maintaining the clean- 
liess ol items used in the class- 
room and (or meal time, maintain- 
ing accurate reports and docu- 
ments and filling in for center 
receptionist Must also submit to 
initial physical exam and back- 
ground checks On call. $8.05/hr. 
Applications must be received by 
Oct. 30. 2010; apply on-line at 
WSPS,P'fl/ernplpymflni 
EOE 
CAMPUS MARKETERS 
NEEDED 
Looking for outgoing, motivated 
students to help market job 
opportunities on campus. 
Si0/hr, flex hours. 
For more info call 888-839-3385 
Direct Care Openings! Wood 
Lane Residential Services, Inc. is 
looking for positive, patient people 
to provide care to individuals with 
developmental disabilities. Will 
provide personal care & help w/ 
daily living skills Flex schedules. 
FT, PT, & sub positions avail. 
$9 -S13.18/hr based on exp. 
Positions require High School 
Diploma or GED and valid drivers 
license, acceptable driving record 
& pre-employment background 
screening. Obtain application 
from WLRS, 545 Pearl St, BG 
Monday-Friday, 8 00am-4:00pm. 
or download an application at: 
EOE 
Earn S1000-$3200/rno, 
to drive our cars with ads 
Initial fee required 
www AdCarDriver.com 
Kitchen Substitute - BG 
Candidate must have a high 
school diploma or GED and 
experience in food preparation 
and service. Responsibilities in- 
clude preparing food, maintaining 
kitchen area, and cleaning and 
sanitizing dishes, pots and pans 
in the absence of regular staff. 
Must also submit to initial physical 
exam and background checks 
On Call $8 05/hr. 
Applications must be received by 
Oct. 30. 2010, apply on-line at: 
wsos.org/empiovment 
EOE 
Qdoba Mexican Grill is now ac- 
cepting applications for position 
of Team Leader   Responsibilities 
include supporting the manage- 
ment team in all aspects of 
service, quality, cleanliness, 
labor, costs, production, and 
maintenance for the restaurant 
during an assigned shift Previous 
supervisory experience pre- 
ferred   Please stop by Qdoba at 
129 S Main St., Downtown BG 
for an application. 
THINKING ABOUT 
MOVING OFF-CAMPUS? 
GOT QUISTIONS? 
NIID ADVICI? 
THIN YOU SHOULD ATTINDI 
CAMPUS 101 
TODAY — 
Olscamp Hall 
Room 203,6:00 pm 
Sponsored By: 
Off-Campus Student Services 
372-2843 
offcampus@bgsu.edu 
www.bgsu.edu/offcampus 
Attend an Off-Campus 101 session 
and be entered to win a prize during the 
Housing Fair on November 18th! 
BGSU 
Help Wanted For Rent 
Seeking nanny for 3 children 
in Perrysburg home, 
Tues-Fri. 11-6. Education 
ma|or pret Call 810-348-9277 
For Rent 
1 BR apt, 854 8th St. $400./mo. 
elec w/ $400 security dep. 
No pets Call 419-392-3354 
1  2 S 4BR avail, 300 E Merry St, 
rooms low as $199/mo. 
see CartyRentals.com 
All next to campus, 
419-353-0325,9-9 
5BR, 2 bath home. 617 N Main, 
avail spring / summer 2011. 
S875/mo, call 419-722-1371. 
Large 1BR, near campus, 
S500/mo, utilities Included. 
Call 419-352-5882. 
FREE SENIOR PORTRAITS 
THISW 
gam - 4:30pm 
in the Black Swamp Pub 
Don't Be Left Out! 
A free portrait session automatically 
gets your photo in the 2011 KEY Senior 
Magazine to be published in April 
cnoose. 
Make an appointment online at ivww.myseniorportvait.com or walk-ins accepted. 
